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01. Abus travels 124 kmwithin2 hours. Findit's speed inkilometers perhour.

02" Faetorize x2 - 5x + 5

03" fi-
(i)

5. 1 underline the suitable value for x.

x e (ii) zG (iii) 35

04. Simplify
3,@t

x
1

E-

05. shade the region which represent Ahts in the venn
diagram

B

06. trn the given Atsc triangle A - zfi and f; : 0. Find
the value of, ,A

CIx
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07. Express 5o - I in logarithm form.

08. Find the perimeter ofthis figure whichcontains a semi circular sector.

fl4cyw

ft4cwa

fl4ewa

09. A man borrowed Rs. 50 000 at an annual simple interest rate of l2yo. Find,the interest he has to
pay atthe end ofayear.

10. Find the least common multiple ofthe argebraic expression , 3prq and, l2q,

11.. Triangtres ABC and PeR are congruent. {Jsing
the given data find the lengths of the sides pe;
QR.and FR.

6cyte
f-t Lq'- 

P

12' It is estimated that 144 mandays are required to complete a certain task. How many men needed
to complete this task within 24 days.

13. Solve tZx- 1)(x+ 1):0

H{

14, {Jsing the date in the figure. Find the value.of BAc.

02

n....s4rtr!.

H
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15. Draw sketches of 2 different faces with measurements of the belowright equilateral triangular
prism.

6cm

16. Write clown suitable values forthe blanks.
Equationofastraightlineisgivenby 2y:4*-6.It'sgradientis.........andtheinterceptis

ABCD is a parallelogram. {.Jsing the given
data in the figure, find the value of DAE"

18. 7,2,3 are rnarked on the opposite faces of,a fair cube shaped dice. If the fair dice is rolled once,
Find the probability of getting an even number.

17.

19. trf the volume of,a right circular eylinder of height 10 cm is
cytrinder. @

(Volume ofa cylinder ofheight h and base radius r isxr'h

1540 cm3. Find the base radius of the

,n-ry )'7

20" O is the eentre of the circle and

AE. F'in,C the value of A*O.
X is the mid point of the chord

03
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2L' Below statements are regarding the given frequency distribution. If the statements are correct
puta({ ) andifinconectput(x). lz-lg,lg -25,26-32,33 -3g,40 - 46,47 - 63

Class size of the distribution is 6
.--qE--

hdid value of 26-32 class interval is 29

22. o is the centre ofthe circle. Based on thdgiven data in the figure
findthevalueof x.

23. Write down the set ofpositive intergral solutions of the inequality. 3x - 2 < |

24. AB ls a diameter of the eiretre. {.Jsing the given data find the
value ofAf;C.

25. Draw a sketh of the construction lines to find the point "P" which is moving equidistance from
AB andAC srdesandonthe sideBC

s4
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1(ot; T of those who participated to get the vehicle licence fail the written test.

rvho participated to get the vehicle licence fail the medical test.

(D Express those who fail the written and medical tests as a fraction.

1

m of those

(02 rnartr<s)

(ii) From the remaining

of the total amount.

4
5

passed the practical test. Express that amount as a fraction

(02 r:rarks)

(iii) If 20 failed the practical test find the toral

the vehiele licence at the beginning.

number of people who participated to get

(03 marks)

(iv) How many people are there who are unable to get the vehicle licence (03 rnarks)

(oz) The belour graph shows how

travenled in the express way by his

unifcrm speed starting from a

expressway entrance to

expressway exit.

Sugath

car in a

certain

another

Distance tkm)

CIs

Time (minutes)
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(i) Find the total distance he travelled. (01 mark)

(02 marks)

a speed of t 00 kilorneters

on the above graph itself.

(03 rnarks)

$2 marks)

that plaee from the

(02 rrearks)

(ii) F'inctr the speed of the vehicle in kilometers per hour.

(iii) After 2A minutes Naleem travefied the same distance at
per hour by his catr R epresent the way ]rlaleern travelled

(iv) Find the time Naleem took to complete the journey.

(v) Naleem passed sugath at a certain place. Find the distance to
starting point.

(03) (a) The assessed annual value of a house is R.s. 65 000. The annual rates percentage is

8%. Find the rates for a quarter for that house. (04 marks)

(b) Owner of the above house rented the house. The rental
Rs. L2 000. F{e took the advance for a yoar and deposited

(t) Irind the anxount the owner deposited in the bank.

per month for the house is

that *:unt rn a bank.

(02 marks)
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(ii) From the interest he

this house, Then he

(04 marks)

received at the

remains R-s. LZ

end of a year he paid

080. Find the annual

the annual rates for
simple interest rate.

(0+) T'iris pie chart shows how the students in the sports

- club of a certain school select cricket, football, volley

ball and rugger as their sport. Each student selected

only one sport. Three times the students who seleeted

foot ball seleeted cricket"

(i) Find the angle at the eentre of the seetor whieh

represent the students who selected foot ball .(02

marks)

(ii) Represent the students

the relevant data in it.

who selected foot ball and cricket in this pie chart and include

(03 marks)

(iii) If 30 students selected volleyball how many students seldcted cricket. (02 marks)

(iv) F{ow many students in total are in this sports club. (03 rnarks)

Rugger

07
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(05) Amila engaged in a certain dice game. For
coloured in red and the remaining 3 faces
are numbered from I to 6.

that he use 2 fair dice. In one dice 3 faces are
are coloured in blue. trn the other dice 6 faces

Coloured dice
B:

space in the given grid. (Here the recl
and the blue coloured face represented

(02 r:rarks)

Numbered dice

tu R: Br Bz

(i) Amila rolled both dice. Represent the sample
coloured faces represented by R, ) R, , R,
byB,, Br, Br)

Rr

(ii) Encircle the event in
find its probability.

F{e expect to get an

the grid getting red colour with a

odd number in the numbered dice

number greater than 4 and
(02 marks)

and engaged in this garne,

(iii) For that extend the below tree diagram and write down the probabilities. (03 marks)

Red colour

Blue colour

(iy) Using the above hee diagram, find the probability of getting an odd number.

E E -f - 
* 

-l- E 
- F E E t - - -1 E E 

- fttttt!
rt!ttt

__-! I I I I I-': T - - -lE E * f r E f - -:;- E - f

OE

(02 marks)
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(01) A person imported a vehicle. As the customs duty he has to pay 30Yo of the imported value
and l1Yo as the value added tax (VAT). After paying all the above taxes he has to pay Rs.
18 000 as the loaded, unloaded and transportation costs. For the vehicle in total he paid Rs
5 400 000. When he imported the vehicle he paid for the vehicle in American Dollars and
at that day an American Dollars worth Rs. 180. Show that the imported value of the
vehiele is 20 000 American Dollars. (10 marks)

x a-J -2 -1 0 1 2 3

v -6 -1 2 3 2 -6

(02) An incomplete table to draw the graph of the function y : a * x' is given below.

(i) By considering the symmetry of the given table obtain the value of y when x : 2

(01 mark)
(ii) Drarlr the graph of the above function by taking 10 small divisions along both x and y

axes as one unit. (03 marks)

(iri) Using the graph find the value of a.' (02 marks)

(iv) Write the range of values of x for which the function is positive. (02 marks)

(v) Find the value of JT using the graph. (02 marks)

(03) The below

water units

frequency distribution shows the

CIonsumed during a month under

information collected from 30 houses about the

the Sath Piyum water distribution project"

V/ater units 16* 1S XE @ 2S .20 - 22 22 a 24 24 6 26 26 6 2S

hlr"rmber of houses
(frequency/) 2 4 x0 I @t

5 I

6

s
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(i) Which class interval contains the highest number of houses. (01 mark)

(ii) Taking the mid value of the modal class as the assumed mean or any other method

find thb mean number of water units consumed by a house during a month, for the

nearest whole number. (06 marks)

(iii) The manager of this project stated that they earned Rs. 12 for a water unit from each

house. But really they'have to pay Rs. 17 for a water unit. Find the extra amount they

have to bare for the water units per month from a project with 50 houses.

(03 marks)

(04) (a) Solve the inequality 5 o 2x . 
(03 marks)

(b) Simpliry

(o) Solve

(02 marks)

(05 marks)

(05) There are two pumps which provides water to a certain tank in a uniform speed. One pump
takes 5 minutes more than the other pump to fill the empty tank completely. Using the both
pumps the tank completely filled within 6 rninutes. By taking the time taken by the pump
with high speed to fill the tank completely as x minutes, show that the value of x is given
by *'s 7x - 30-0 and by solving it find the value of .tr. (t 0 marks)

.1

-
' tr -x

-0
_5

3x+2y
,YY

2ffi

(001 (a)

(b)

The distance between two towns in a map draw to the scale 1:50 000

(r) Find the actual distance represented by I cm in the to map.

(ii) Find the actual distance between 2 towns in kilometres.

The angle of elevation of the top of a flag post obsewed from
building is 60o. Angle of depression of the top of the same flag post
window which is 10 m away from the bottom of that building is 45o.

(D Draw a scale diagram by representing 2 m of actual length by
diagram.

(ii) Using it find the height of the flag post in meters.

is 20 0m.

(01 mari$

(02 nrarks)

the bottorn of a

observed from a

i cr^ri in tire seale

(04 marks)

(03 martr<s)

E2
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(07) 1" term is 5 and the 25'n term is 25 in an arithmetic progression.

(i) Find the common difference.

(ii) F'ind the 17'n term.

(iiD Find the sum of the first 20 terms.

(iv) Write the common difference of the arithmetic progression which is
3 to every term of the above arithmetic progression.

(03 marks)

(02 marlcs)

(03 marks)

formed by addimg

(02 marks)

(08) (i)

(ii)

(iii)

Constructs the triangle PQR such that pe : 6cm, eR = 9cm and q$n: eoo

(04 nnarks)

biseetor and P.Q

(02 marks)

pointsSandRas

Construct the bisector
side as S.

Name the point which
o"

of PRQ. Idame the intersection point of ttrrat

is on sR. and moving equidistanee from the

(iv) Construot the circle by takirg C as tlte centre and CF as
radius of that eircle.

$2 marks)

the radius and write down the

(02 marks)

(09) The centre of a circle is o and the diameter of the other circle is oB. rr aAc 7  lo,prove
that,

(i) AC // OD

n(ii) tsCC:900

(iii) D is the centre

(03 rnarks)

(02 marks)

(05 marks)of the circle which is passes through the poiilts B, O, C.

03

A

C

\
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(10) ABCD is a quadrilateral such that AB = AD. The base of the perpendicular drawn from A
to CD is X. AX pnd BD are intersect at y and yC : yD.

(i) Represent the above information in a figure and prove that cXya= xyDA

(ii) Frove that ABC triangle is an isosceles triangle.

(05 marks)

(05 marks)

(11) (a)

(b)

Base radius of a cylindrical container is r and
radius. A cube shaped container of side length r
container. F{ow many times it is needed to pour
to filI the cylindrical container completely.

The carved surface arca of the above cylinder is
nearest whole number using logarithms table by
value of r.

its height is seven times as its base

is used to fill water to this eylindrical
water from the eube shaped container

(04 marks)

2l50cm'. Find the value of r'to the

taking 14n : 43.95 and then find rhe

(05 marks)

(rz) The below information is about 30 students who participated to a Daham Pasal speaking
competition

JN(,

A-

B_

{students who participated in the competition}

{Boys who participated in the oompetition} 
A

{Students who won the competition}

copy the glven Venn diagrarn in your answer sheet,

(i) trnclude the above data in the Venn diagram

(ii) F{ow many girls won the competition.

15 boys participated in the above competition and 7 of thern won the competition.

13 students lost the connpetition.

(04 rnarks)

(02 marks)

(iii) Write down in set notation the region which represent the boys who lost the
competition. (02 marks)

(iv) nf affi the boys the competition draw a new

(02 marks)

who participated in the competition won
Venn diagram to represent it.

CI4
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